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INTRODUCTION
Will the gamification of activities used in the typical library instruction one-shot session increase student engagement and
continue to provide active learning opportunities? In the summer of 2016, we began to explore this question in collaboration with an
English Composition faculty member. Initial discussions led to the development of a modified board game for the English instructor’s
class and launched a larger exploration of gamification within our library instruction program. In this paper, we explain how we
define gamification in terms of the library instruction one-shot, give examples of games we have designed, and share our observations
and assessments of gamified library instruction from the past couple years.
It should be noted that the work presented here has been conducted at the University of New Mexico Valencia Campus,
but, since our initial adventures into gamification, Katherine Kelley has relocated to Washington.

GAMIFICATION DEFINED
Gamification is defined as “using game-based mechanics, aesthetics and game thinking to engage people, motivate action,
promote learning and solve problems” (Kapp, 2012, p.10). Our modification defines gamification as the use of game design elements
and techniques to create playful experiences in a non-game environment that will engage users and support value creation. Our nongame environment is the typical one-shot library instruction session at the UNM Valencia Campus, consisting of a one-time,
instructor-requested, 80-minute class period. Our users are primarily first-year and sometimes sophomore students with an average
age of 27 at a rural majority-minority Hispanic-serving community college. The playful experiences and the value created are
determined by the learning outcomes of the particular instruction session.
In designing our games, we identified four areas from the field of game design and instruction that should be considered in
the well-designed activity. The game should: provide a sense of play and entertainment; engage and motivate; challenge and teach;
and use appropriate mechanics. Examples of specific components include: fun; discovery; learning outcomes and game goals;
opportunities for active learning and assessment; intrinsic and extrinsic motivators such as cooperation; competition; reward and
punishment; and specific mechanics, such as points. In addition, each game should address a component of one or more aspects of
the ACRL Framework for Information Literacy (ACRL, 2015). Figures 1 and 2 chart these areas and analyze how each may be
applied to the sample games played during our LOEX workshop and/or to the lesson plans found on our website
(http://www.unm.edu/~lweller1/gamification/). Audience feedback identified collaboration (13 responses) and points (16) as the
most-used game elements and “Searching as Strategic Exploration” (25) and “Research as Inquiry” (19) as the most-used frames.
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Figure 1: Game Design Chart: Game Areas

Figure 2: Game Design Chart: Instructional Areas
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FROM THEORY TO APPLICATION: GAMES WE DESIGNED
Research Game
Our first gamification project involved collaboration with an enthusiastic English professor who had a background in roleplaying games. We borrowed and combined elements from board games (UTC Library, 2012-2018) and role-playing games to create
a Research Game in which students adventure through six realms, each corresponding to the six steps in the research process: 1)
Choose a Topic, 2) Brainstorm, 3) Create Search Strategy, 4) Search for Resources, 5) Evaluate Resources, and 6) Use Information.
Players role a die to determine which tasks they must complete collaboratively as they travel through the realms in small groups
(Figure 3). They record their activities and progress on their individual scorecards (Figure 4). Each realm has a “Lock Task,” which
must be completed in order to unlock the next realm. This mechanic ensures that students leave each realm with the components
needed to progress in the research process. When students exit the “Brainstorm Realm,” for instance, they come away with five
keywords to be used in the “Search for Resources Realm.” If students are successful in their tasks, they gain experience points (XP).
The group and player with the most XP at the end of the game wins a prize. The final realm is titled the “Reward Realm,” where
students reflect on what they learned and award bonus points to teammates who made significant progress on their assignment or
who were particularly enthusiastic.

Figure 3: Research Game Realm 3 Board
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Figure 4: Research Game Realm 3 Scorecard

Searching Game
The Searching Game evolved from our realization, through the successful implementation of the Research Game, that
students did not need a demonstration of databases or search engines before jumping in and exploring them. For the Searching Game,
we pair students and split the classroom in half, keeping pairs together. One side of the class is told to use a search engine, such as
Google, and the other side uses a named database, such as Academic Search Complete. The student pairs are given a packet of cards
with citations on them. A three-minute timer is set and students try to find as many full-text articles for their citations in the time
allotted. They can ask their partner for assistance when needed. When they think they have found the full text, they raise their hand
and the classroom instructors check their work and give them a token if they were successful. After the three minutes are up, the
students switch search tools and the timer is reset for another three minutes. We then move on to exploring a different library
database, such as ProQuest Research Library, using the same game directions. After these initial search rounds, we present tips for
database searching, such as dropdowns for author/title/subject and limiting by years or full text. We then let the students choose
among Academic Search Complete, ProQuest Research Library, Google, or a database they had not searched in before, such as Gale
General Reference Center. They have five minutes to find citations using their chosen database. After this searching, we leave time
to discuss and reflect on questions such as, “What strategies did you use to search for the sources?” and “How were the search tools
different?”
Evaluation Game
The Evaluation Game helps students identify how sources are chosen and what criteria might allow for better decision
making. Each student is given the same assignment and four annotated references that we have prepared. Students put the references
in order from most useful to least useful with respect to the assignment and record their ranking. Our evaluation acronym, TRAP
(Timeliness, Relevance, Authority, and Purpose), is introduced to the students (Figure 5). The class discusses and reaches consensus
concerning the correct ranking of the four references. Any students who voted for the sources in this order originally are given a
token. Next, with the knowledge of our evaluation acronym, the students are given a new assignment and four different annotated
references. The ranking and discussion process is repeated. Students with two tokens total receive a prize.
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Figure 5: Evaluation Using TRAP

Category Games
The Category Games were developed using one or two six-sided cubes or a group of cards. In these games, the student
either rolls cube(s) or draws card(s) and answers a question or performs a specified task. In the “Ws” Game, a single cube is used to
help students brainstorm a topic by answering the questions: who, what, where, when, why, and how. In another version, one cube
has types of resources (e.g., books, articles, images) and another cube has search tools (e.g., Google, ProQuest, LIBROS). Students
roll both cubes and determine if they can find that resource using that search tool through discussion and then conducting a search.
Repetition of this task allows students to determine which pair they prefer and subsequently demonstrate it for the class. In the “Pick
a Project” card game, students draw an assignment card, a topic card, and an audience card and then complete sentences relating to
how they would research that project. Students have the choice to exchange a single card for a different card if desired. In both card
and cube games, a rubric describing success can be created to award tokens to the students that complete the tasks or answer all the
questions appropriately. Category games are very flexible, allowing the instructor to apply them to a wide variety of concepts.
Students can work individually, in pairs, or in groups, and the game can be repeated and scaled to meet both time demands and
learning outcomes.
Online Game Tools
We experimented with two technology-based products for gamification, Kahoot (www.kahoot.com) and SmartBoard
(Smart Notebook). Both products have templates and game mechanics features as part of their design and require the students to
have access to a computer or smartphone. In both platforms, students log in and play either individually or as a team. The games
designed for Kahoot consist of a group of multiple choice and true/false questions that are assigned a correct answer, a time for
completion, and a point value. Students are awarded points based on selecting the correct answer in the shortest time frame. The
Smart Notebook has a variety of modifiable templates and there is an online community where games can be shared. At UNM
Valencia, we created a matching game and a searching game using these templates. Limitations of both programs are the word
length for both questions and answers, access to the internet, and the difficulty to link out to particular sources or tools such as
databases or articles. During the LOEX workshop, the audience participated in a Kahoot game that collected some demographic
information and some assessment information regarding the workshop. The audience identified itself as 32 librarians who all do
instruction—19 of the attendees play games at least weekly and six have used gamification. About half the audience at the LOEX
workshop had access to a SmartBoard. Further information can be found on the presentation website
(http://www.unm.edu/~lweller1/gamification/).

ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK
When we began our adventures in the use of gamification, several questions were foremost in our minds. Can we design
active learning exercises that meet the definition of gamification and fit the environment of a library instruction one-shot session
successfully? Can we ensure that the instruction session’s student learning outcomes and the ACRL Framework’s dispositions are
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integrated into gamified activities? Will gamified library instruction increase student engagement? Will it be acceptable to faculty?
We can address these questions through student and instructor feedback and our own observations.
We received student feedback through open-ended questions on an online survey, using a tool called Opinio, immediately
after the class sessions. This assessment tool was used after playing the Research, Searching, and Kahoot Library Research Games.
During these sessions, gamification was employed for at least half the instruction period. Although the survey varied slightly
depending on which game was played, these three questions were asked of all students: What was difficult about the game? How
would you improve the game? What was fun about the game? We also asked the students what they learned that was useful, but
changed the wording based on the game. Overall, students liked the competitiveness and working collaboratively. One student noted,
“I liked racing against the clock!” Another student said that it was fun “interacting with others and hearing their opinions and ideas.”
In addition, student learning outcomes seem to be met. One student commented that the Research Game “teaches you how to use
certain tools to find materials for papers.” However, we quickly realized that in each gamified session we were essentially playtesting.
Even though we had practiced each game beforehand with our work-study library employees, timing, directions, and rules needed
to be reviewed and, when necessary, adjusted. We recognized that game mechanics needed to be extremely clear and students needed
to know how to ask for help before playing.
Instructor feedback was also positive. Six instructors were surveyed about library instructional sessions that employed
gamification from 2016-2018. They responded that their students were “very engaged” and that the objectives of the class were met.
They also saw evidence of retention of new skills or knowledge after the class period. All respondents said that they planned to
schedule another instruction session using a gamified element and would recommend a gamified library instruction session to a
colleague. A full report of both student and instructor feedback can be found at the presentation website (http://www.unm.edu/
~lweller1/gamification/).
These assessments have confirmed that gamification has a place in the library instruction one-shot. Students are meeting
learning outcomes and relating to the ACRL Framework’s dispositions. From our own observations, the biggest advantage to using
gamification is by far the student engagement. While we did receive some “deer in highlights” faces during game instructions, the
students were thinking, acting, and responding during all other moments of gamified sessions. In final comments on the instructor
survey, one person stated, “Engagement is a struggle with the traditional student. This really helps.”

CONCLUSIONS
We found four major challenges to adding gamification to our instruction program. The primary challenge we faced was
time. The process of developing a game takes much longer than preparing a traditional lesson. Planning and designing the game to
meet both game goals and learning outcomes, creating the physical game components, and playtesting and revision are time-intensive
activities. The time for actual classroom setup may also be longer for some of the games. After a class plays the game, additional
revisions may be needed. A second challenge is imposed by the complexity of some of the games. Instructions for game play must
be clear and easily understood by students. Faculty buy-in and cooperation was identified by the LOEX workshop attendees as a
third challenge to be overcome. We found that word-of-mouth and demonstrations at appropriate faculty gatherings to be the best
marketing for our gamification activities. The LOEX attendees also identified a fourth challenge, assessment of both game
engagement and student learning, which could differ from traditional instructional assessments.
In the future, we plan to revise and refine the existing games, develop portable games that could be used outside the library
lab by other faculty, develop a game suitable for online and hybrid courses, explore Twine (http://twinery.org) as a tool to incorporate
narrative into our games, and create additional games using SmartBoard technology. Finally, we will continue to assess as we game.
During the last two years, we found that gamification of activities used in the typical library instruction one-shot session
increases student engagement and continues to provide active learning opportunities. These conclusions were further bolstered by
the attendees of our LOEX workshop. Based on the Kahoot game feedback, 88% (28/32) of audience members felt that students
would or probably would be engaged, 88% felt gamification would or probably would meet the classroom instructor’s needs, and
81% definitely will or probably will consider gamification for their own classrooms in the future. This community response,
combined with positive student and faculty impact at UNM Valencia Campus, clearly demonstrates gamification’s potential to
enhance library instruction.
For lesson plans, presentation PowerPoint, resource bibliography, and other information, please see the presentation website
at http://www.unm.edu/~lweller1/gamification/.
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